
e.CLIPSE  
Integrated Managerial/Financial Accounting System  
 

Perfect name for near-perfect software for producers, accountants and advisors in the 
livestock industry 

       Imagine early man's reaction to his first solar eclipse.  But 

knowledge and understanding turned fear to festivity.  Today 

we celebrate the phenomenon with telescopes and cameras.  

We also gave eclipse a second definition, one synonymous 

with outdo, surpass, excel. 
At first sight the MIS called e.CLIPSE 

may perplex, even overwhelm.  A closer look 

and a little experience with the software dis-

pel those impressions and show you why you 

need the system.  

     The roots of e.CLIPSE date back to our 

1982 introduction of integrated production-

financial records —an innovation in linking 

data yet to be matched by any competitor. 

     

 Our livestock production clients represent the larger, more 

growth-oriented operations.  Some are the biggest in the 

business.  Through the years they've relied on our software, 

especially the financials, to bring them through toughest 

times.  They'll readily tell you FBS is best.   

 We’re constantly making improvements 

in the evolving design of our software to comply 

with National Pork Board (formerly NPPC) stand-

ards. Finally we adopted the name e.CLIPSE to 

signify modernity and mastery in the market-

place. 

     So why didn't we just go ahead and label 
e.CLIPSE perfect? We thought about it but real-

ized perfect software never needs upgrading. 

Windows-based e.CLIPSE gives you inventory valuation and 

cost accounting.  It's also the only system that truly integrates 

your production and financial data.  

     The system uses Activity Based Costing (ABC) logic to 

determine how resources, such as facilities, feed processing 

and indirect labor, should be allocated to each production 

stage or location in an operation. 

By linking directly with production data, e.CLIPSE auto-

matically maintains critical details relating to animal inventories 

and movements to activate predetermined “cost drivers” and 

to accurately assign indirect costs through the life of each 

feeding group. 

Direct costs—feed, drugs and lease payments—are even 

easier since they can be posted directly to groups through 

TransAction Plus TM accounting program. 

     e.CLIPSE also automatically posts work in process (WIP) 

to the balance sheet at the end of each accounting period and 

computes cost of goods at each sale or transfer between pro-

duction stages.  It works with group or location level account-

ing and with any combination of breeding, nursery, finishing or 

wean-to-finish stages.  It also interfaces with PigCHAMP® and 

Smart Breeder TM for cost assignment to gestating and lactating 

pigs. 

The only integrated MIS that meets National Pork Board / Farm Financial Standards  
Council managerial accounting standards 

The real benefit of uniting production, inventories, managerial, financial and tax  
accounting within a single management information system 

Only e.CLIPSE's unique design allows you to achieve real-

time integration of these critical tasks.  How important is this? 

It's the only way to stay on top of the dynamics of modern live-

stock production.  That means instant access to current animal 

inventories and costs by location/group (even load), the ability 

to “drill down” to source data that supports production and fi-

nancial reports. You’ll soon be doing trend analysis, identifying 

problems and best management practices and benchmarking 

total performance by farm.  And your production, accounting 

and corporate team members will all be on the same page, 

working for the same goals.  



Only e.CLIPSE offers stand-alone and 
Internet solutions for pork producers 
and allied industries 
 

In addition this remarkable system: 

• features SinglePointÔ data entry information need be 

entered only once, reducing keyboard time) 

• consistently delivers records that are more complete, up-

to-date and accurate 

• allows quick, easy access to data for urgent manage-

ment decisions 

• provides a convenient and economical means for ac-

countants and consultants to remotely support client 

through web-hosted FarmSeRVER access 

• permits e-commerce links with buyers and suppliers 

• incorporates PROMISÔ, the system linking PigCHAMP® 

to a cost-accounting capability 

 

You can connect with feed mills, pack-
ers, benchmarks and the Internet  
 

Feed Mills 
• Totally automate the highest volume event   

• Can import feed tickets directly into payable/feeding his-
tories 

• Currently support seven feed accounting formats and 
seven electronic mill formats 

• Offer integrated feed budgets and delivery schedules      

Packers 
• Automated capture of qualitative detail 

• Can import lot data directly into receivables/feeding his-
tories 

• Currently support seven different formats 

• Will be adding linked carcass-level database 

• Opportunity to link “forward” down value chain   

 

Basic programs of e.CLIPSE and a 

quick check of important features 
 

Smart FeederTM 
Group-based and location reports feeding and financial perfor-
mance reports. It provides livestock, feed and drug  invento-
ries and costs linked directly to TransAction Plus.  It integrates 
with Smart Breeder and PigCHAMP (transfers weaned pig to 
nursery and breeding animals to financial inventories).  It also 
imports feed tickets from on-farm feed mills. 

• Incorporates NPB standards 

• Windows based 

• Growing animal reports             

• Managerial accounting focus 

• Standardized reporting functions 
• Custom reporting functionality 

• Inventory adjustments     

• Work-in-process (WIP) allocations 

TransAction PlusTM 
The accounting hub of e.CLIPSE integrates with accounts 
payable, accounts receivable, payroll, asset depreciation, 
Smart Feeder and Crop Audit.  It imports feed tickets from 

commercial feed mills and kill sheets from packers.  It also 

automates cost center and work-in-process allocations when 

linked to Smart Feeder and Inventory Valuation. 

• Incorporates NPB standards 

• Windows based 

• Managerial accounting focus 

• Standardized reporting functions  

• Custom reporting functionality 

• Inventory adjustments 

• Work-in-process (WIP) allocations 

 

Now let's take closer look at how 
integrated records make your job easier 
How many times do you find yourself inputting the same infor-
mation into your records system? 
     You should never have to load a set of data more than 
once. But if you're operating several programs, say production 
records, an accounting module and a spreadsheet—all stand-
alone—this won't be the case.  When you make an entry in 
one, you must repeat the step for the other two.  Time-
consuming.  Unnecessary.  And a higher risk of error.   
     And suppose you do make an error in a repetitive entry.  
Think of the extra time you'd spend in finding where you made 
the mistake and correcting it. 
     But if your programs were integrated or “linked,” they would 
automatically share information.  For example, when you rec-
ord a sale in accounting, the entry simultaneously updates 
your production inventory.  Multiple modules.  One entry. We 
call it SinglePointÔ data entry.  
     While you'd be cutting keyboard time by weeks through the 
year, your records would be more complete and accurate.  
And you could access them instantly at any time for urgent 
decisions. 
     FBS pioneered this concept 19 years ago and has taken it 
to levels that will probably never be matched. 
 

In the final analysis, e.CLIPSE may be 
the only way you'll meet all NPB stand-
ards for growth and profitability 
A brief review. e.CLIPSE is a complete management infor-

mation system that concurrently maintains production and fi-

nancial information with one set of entries for every phase of a 

pork or diversified operation.  It automates time-consuming or 

difficult chores such as feed entries and cost allocations.  It 

also gives you detailed cost-of-production information on every 

phase of your operation. 

     e.CLIPSE performs all these MIS functions and does 

them as quickly, easily and accurately as possible.  Do you 

know any other software you can start working with now—or in 

the foreseeable future—that will do this for you? 



e.CLIPSE offers 17 production cost drivers for precisely allocating

indirect costs to groups or continuous livestock flows.  The example on

the left depicts how rented / owned facility costs are automatically

allocated to groups.  The example on the right shows how a Finishing

Overhead support operations center assigns a $1.60 charge against each

animal moved in or purchased.

e.CLIPSE automatically posts all work in process

(WIP) adjustments.

e.CLIPSE Inventory Valuation links with PigCHAMP or Smart Breeder to

automatically determine inventory changes of gestating and pre-weaned pigs

and computes and posts transfer costs to the nursery segment.



e.CLIPSE  allocates and maintains cost detail by location or

group through every stage of production.

Generate comparative cost

analyses and closeouts for

any combination of

groups, farms, production

stages and time periods

based on full cost

absorption. “Drill-down”

to the production and/or

accounting detail behind

any number on the report.
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